INTRODUCTION
At first glance, doing comparative research seems relatively easy. Comparison, after all, forms the basis of many of our everyday observations. Any observation can thus be said to be implicitly comparative: against the backdrop of the observer's individual perspective, previous observations and theoretical background, similarities and differences are brought to the fore, which in turn helps formulate an interpretation of what is seen or what is going on. 1 When such observations turn into a veritable research topic, into a qualitative comparative analysis of various phenomena, the comparison simply becomes more explicit, and turns the similarities and differences between phenomena into the main object of research. However, such an endeavour may become a different challenge entirely when the phenomena under scrutiny -or the researchers involved, for that matter -have such different backgrounds or operate in such different contexts that not just the objects of research become the subject of comparison, but the methods employed to study them as well. This is one of the points where the SFB Visions of Community, the project within which both authors are working, is breaking new grounds. 2 Many methodological commentaries written thus far have been based on the premise of comparative research within a single discipline, or on one researcher comparing different cases. 3 Rather than looking at comparison as a method only, however, this article also explores the necessity to zoom out even further and look at the implications of having different researchers with different backgrounds and agendas come together in an interdisciplinary project where each of them brings one case to the table. The fact that the researchers themselves usually tend to be deeply entrenched into one side of the comparative watershed almost automatically leads to a willingness to explain differences and similarities using the terminology and discourse that comes to mind most readily, from the cultural and academic background of the disciplines involved. 4 In turn, this engenders most interesting dialogues when attempting to communicate one's findings to another, and makes comparative research a challenge not only on an individual level, but also from a trans-, cross-, or interdisciplinary perspective. 5 The contributions written for an upcoming Special Issue of History and Anthropology already allow us a glimpse of the challenges ahead, and provide some tentative answers, and the message is clear: when attempting cross-cultural comparative studies, we are not only comparing the subject of research -we are also holding our own expertise against the light. 6 This article should be seen as a first attempt to build upon these initial observations. More specifically, it aims to highlight the methodological challenges encountered in the course of a comparative analysis of religious communities in various cultures, and to present one of the methodological tools developed in the course of the project. After a short introduction, two case studies will be presented, each coming from the respective specialisations of the authors -one specializing in Early Medieval Europe from a historian's perspective, and the other taking an anthropological approach to Medieval South Arabia. First, in order to present a 24 Networks and Neighbours Volume Two, Number One (2014) ' European backdrop', the Lotharingian monastery of Saint-Mihiel between its foundation in the late eighth century and the composition of the Chronicon Sancti Michaelis about three centuries later will be described. Far from taking for granted the communal identity of SaintMihiel or the role played by monastic narratives in the construction or consolidation thereof, this section will highlight the role of learning in the self-representation of the community as a dynamic, permeable institution. Additionally, it came into its own at the height of the Carolingian dynasty, right around a time when worldly interests and religious ideas overlapped to a point that to exercise power meant to engage in a certain degree of selfreflection. This could, in short, be considered a time when monastic life and royal ideology were not diametrically opposed, but rather attempted to act in close concord. 7 While not wholly representative for European monastic life throughout the Middle Ages, the fact remains that knowledge was indeed being fostered in a local context with a view towards supporting a larger social whole also served to delineate its boundaries and anchor the community in the world surrounding it. Then the focus will shift to medieval South Arabia, where we will take a closer look at a type of community that is decidedly un-monastic, and which has proven deceptively hard to grasp by modern researchers and contemporary observers alike. These are hijras, villages inhabited by those who claimed to be descendants of the Prophet Muhammed, acting as centres of Zaydi Islamic religious and scholarly activity in the turbulent tribal context of medieval Yemen. Finally, it will be argued that, while it remains difficult to find common ground between the two fields, the alienation caused by comparative research and the dialogue between the disciplines does allow for the development of fresh perspectives on both types of communities highlighted.
The goal of these two case studies will not be to demonstrate how the communities studied are indicative of universal tendencies in the ideological or practical aspects of religious communal life. 8 Rather, they are used to propose ways to 'compare the incomparable' without adhering too closely to a singular typology, and shed new light on the weals and woes of comparative studies. 9 While neither case is wholly representative of their respective region or religion as a whole, wondering about the Carolingian situation will raise questions concerning the South Arabian context, and studying hijras will shed new light on the relation 
WONDERING ABOUT COMPARISON
When attempting cross-cultural comparison, a logical first step would be to look for phenomena that are at least superficially alike, in order to be able to start the comparative analysis on an empirical level. 11 Even if the ultimate goal of such a research project is not merely to produce quantifiable results, it seems like a worthwhile opening gambit to do a simple side-by-side comparison first, if only to identify those criteria that seem most likely to yield qualitative results as well. Looks may be deceiving, however, and in an interesting case of a self-fulfilling paradox, the simple fact that one starts a comparative analysis from the notion of existing similarities could already lead to getting trapped in other, deeper preconceived notions -a difficulty that is especially palpable in projects consisting of many researchers with as many academic backgrounds and different conceptualisations of the question at hand.
Within each discipline, there often are fundamental differences in understanding the relation between theory and data. Furthermore, any model developed to make sense of the relations between ideal and reality is inherently artificial, as is the exact context in which each sense of community is used in the sources. 12 The discussions and tensions over these ideals that we see in our sources and how to implement them is the object of the comparative approach attempted here, not the development of a reduced model of ideal-types of identities or communities. 13 Choosing which ideals to represent as the important ones for the actors studied also necessitates an explanation of the 'social logic' of the sources through which we 10 Obviously, this is easier to accomplish in the controlled environment of the theatre than in the infinite complexity of real life; attempting comparative research through interdisciplinary dialogue would imply being author and audience at once. However, the establishment of a Verfremdungseffekt is possible in the controlled environment of a comparative study, and could help break through some of the methodological barriers thrown up by academic tradition and cultural background. Researchers should attempt to create a sense of wonder about their own subject as well as about that of others, by engendering a dialogue and by not taking anything for granted -remaining perpetually aware of what they are doing. 16 For instance, whereas the etymology of the Latin Christian concept of the monasterium carries with it the notions of isolation and seclusion, in practice they served a host of additional purposes in addition to their ostensibly religious functions. 17 As such, in the course of the early Middle Ages, they came to represent an increasing number of socio-economic characteristics that clashed with the understanding of a monasterium as an essentially secluded enclave. 18 Conversely, the word hijra is a combination of two almost similar words. Within the specific Islamic discourse where these communities were most prevalent, hijra refers to the act of emigration, away from an unjust ruler and the act of setting up an enclave where the religious law can be upheld and where a righteous religious ruler can be followed. 19 In Yemen, towards the end of the eleventh century, we see the term being used for specific villages, towns or centres, and not just for the act of emigration. In the discourse of the local tribes, however, the very similar term hajar (and tahjīr) refers to the concept of neutral territory, which must be protected by the surrounding tribes. A market can be declared as neutral, as well as a town, or the house of a scholarly family or a local judge or mediator. Thus the concept of hijra has combined both these meanings, further embedding these communities in a context that was as influenced by local tribes as it was by over-arching religious visions of community. 20 Given these significant differences at both emic and etic levels, a logical next step would be to find a descriptor that distils these communities down to comparable proportions. If 'community' is too broad to use, and 'monastery' too specific or Eurocentric, a workable 17 Cf. the lemma in J. compromise could be to find a conceptualisation that encompasses both the form and (part of) the function of the communities we want to compare. 21 In this case, 'enclaves of learning' would be such a concept, hard enough to take into account religious and ideological issues as well as practices within and between the communities in question, but soft and 'fuzzy' enough to allow for a low-threshold, common-sense approach to comparison. 22 In the social sciences and humanities, the concept of enclaves usually designates an entity that is spatially, temporally, and by other socially defined means and borders separated from its wider environment, while simultaneously interacting with it. 23 By necessity, this phenomenon results in three forms of co-existing and intersecting relations, namely inside each enclave, among various enclaves of similar or related types, and as the main and defining form of the enclave(s) within the world around them. Enclaves may have various purposes -some of them quite explicit and others more implicit, some of them of primary importance and others only of secondary. 24 One way of analytically distinguishing enclaves across different historical periods and various cultural realms is thus the identification of one or the other of their main purposes, according to the actors living there and to the researchers involved. 25 Among the many commonalities between our enclaves, the way they guarded, managed, communicated and (especially) used knowledge necessary for their continued existence, as well as the importance of this learning for the religion they represented, gives us a clear 'insider's perspective' of the tensions between ideal and reality they had to cope with. This, in turn, allows us to more fully understand the visions of community underpinning the existence of the hodgepodge of the -sometimes admittedly bizarre -people we study. As David Ganz has pointed out, studying learning and education highlights 'the tensions curse in this respect. 31 On the one hand, it does leave the object of research open to intuitive selection by the researchers involved, which requires intensive cooperation and a willingness on the part of everybody to familiarize him-or herself with the contexts presented by their colleagues and the ways data models and theories have been connected. 'Learning', after all, does not apply solely to the transfer of knowledge per se. It encompasses a wide range of interdependent aspects, such as the political or societal ideologies expressed in the knowledge possessed; 32 the religious contents and ideas steering the learning itself; 33 and of course the practices involved in both processing and using the knowledge gained. 34 On the other hand, however, it allows for comparisons that go beyond notions that steer initial impressions, and opens up possibilities to include communities that defy a more classical, narrow 'monastic' definition. 35 Maintaining a certain degree of abstraction, of Verfremdung, may complicate the acquisition of definitive results, but it does catalyse an ongoing discussion into the nature of the communities under scrutiny -and as we will see, it is from the discussions and tensions that the most valuable insights may arise.
ENCLAVES OF LEARNING

A SHINING EXAMPLE: THE MONKS OF SAINT-MIHIEL ON THE VIA REGIA
To some extent, both types of enclave under scrutiny have been founded on a religious, ideological basis, and it is precisely such ideals that impinge upon our preconceptions when attempting comparative research at all. With all that in mind, it is now time to turn to the first case study, in which we will take a closer look at the self-representation of the monastery of Saint-Mihiel as an 'enclave of learning'. Saint-Mihiel, situated in the north-east of present-day France, seems especially suited to the purpose of this study. Firstly, it was founded right around the time that the Carolingians took power, and more or less grew 31 36 Conversely, unlike monasteries such as Aniane or Kornelimünster, Saint-Mihiel was not founded in the wake of this same reform movement, but became an intrinsic part of it all the same thanks to the writings of Smaragdus, one of its most important abbots. 37 In his writings, he managed to describe his own ideals about monastic life -and Christian life in general -in such a way as to reflect upon the life in his own community and the empire within which it functioned. 38 Studying these texts as well as their Nachleben will therefore not only enable us to probe deeper into the conception of monastic life of monasteries in the Carolingian age, but also give us a European example which may serve as a benchmark for a comparative look at the hijras of South Arabia.
Saint-Mihiel was founded by the Lotharingian count Wulfoald in the early eighth century, after relics of Saint Michael had almost literally taken root in the region by attaching themselves to a tree. 39 The monastery rose to prominence not only thanks to its central position in the Carolingian Empire, close to the city of Metz, but also by its association with the court. 40 This was already palpable in 755, when Pippin III donated the still-growing cell to the monastery of Saint-Denis in Paris, but only came to full fruition when Smaragdus, ecclesiastical advisor of Charlemagne and Louis the Pious, was made abbot. 41 Through this association, as well as through the acquisition of some important relics, the monastery remained a favourite of kings, bishops and nobility, and persisted as a reasonably prosperous foundation until its dissolution in 1790. 36 The timing is important. From the second half of the eighth century onwards, in the wake of the Carolingian takeover of the Merovingian throne, the new rulers had embarked on a program of ecclesiastical reforms that was as comprehensive as it was ambitious. 42 What was at stake was a complete re-definition of what it meant to be a good Christian in a good 'Christian Empire', from the top of the hierarchy all the way down to the lowliest parishioner. 43 Kings and judges, abbots and bishops, monks and priests all found their positions appraised, and were called upon to reflect upon their own responsibilities and their function in the greater scheme of things. These reforms arguably reached their apex in the last decades of the reign of Charlemagne -set in motion with the issuing of the famous Admonitio Generalis of 789 -and the first half of the reign of Louis the Pious, who actually incorporated a considerable amount of monastic ideology in his 'model for empire'. 44 However, they should really be seen as a continuous process of negotiations between prelates and nobility, with the court setting itself up as the ultimate arbiter in the best tradition of the Christian Roman emperors of Late Antiquity. 45 Needless to say, education, learning and knowledge stood at the centre of this improvement movement. Thus, one of the paths they followed to find their way in this bewildering world was to set themselves up as an exemplary 'enclave of learning' -a move that proved so influential that it was still tangible centuries later. 47 We can trace the history of Saint-Mihiel through a late twelfth-century cartulary, which contains documents (some falsified) going back to the eighth century, and a small Chronicle that is included in the cartulary, but which was written sometime between 1036 and 1050, during the abbacy of Nanterus. In fact, the chronicle reads more like a Gesta Nanteri, as almost two-thirds of the text is taken up by his abbacy, the furta sacra he undertook, and the miracles performed by the relics he procured from Rome. 48 It is the story of a community that was no longer centrally positioned in the empire, but ended up in a contested border region, ruled by a count whose allegiance to the emperor was tenuous at best. Religious life was still in full development: the influence of the Cluniac model was making itself known, for example, and preludes to the Gregorian Reform were becoming tangible through the activities of people like Pope Leo IX -himself a Lotharingian. 49 In this context, the actions of Nanterus were vital for the well-being of Saint-Mihiel. Apart from the relics he obtained, he also secured new lands by interceding with the emperor, and thus breathed new life into the community. In the process, he bridged the growing divide between Church and empire, by claiming spiritual support from Rome and material support from the emperor, Conrad II. 50 This is the story of a community still negotiating the lay of the land, carefully manoeuvring between local nobility, imperial power, and papal authority. It also was the story of a venerable institution with a long history, though, and that is the narrative arc contained in the first chapters. Then, Smaragdus, whose reputation and merits shine 'like a precious gem', was elected abbot. 54 The author continues:
'It would be superfluous to sing his praise and glory, because, even if we remain silent, the books he edited are sufficiently eloquent, and they show with a bright light how ingenious he was in matters divine and secular. Above all, that book called the Diadema Monachorum shines as an example of his piety and sanctity. In fact, he could not have given such a lucid teaching on virtues if he had not himself had the experience of their practice'. 55 What is more, Smaragdus, 'prudent and discerning' as he was, considered that the hilltop sanctuary would be too difficult to reach, and established a second monastery in the Meuse valley, the place we now know as Saint-Mihiel, although the relics of Saint Michael remained on their hilltop. 'However', the author justified the decision, 'this change of scenery was not contrary to the archangel's will, (...) because, although his angelical purity usually chooses high places for his veneration, (...) we reckon he would not deem it unworthy for humans who require places more apt for their condition, so that they may implore the intercession of 51 the angels in heaven'. 56 According to his epitaph, Smaragdus had in effect made Saint-Mihiel 'suitable for humans', and created a place from where they could learn how to reach the city on the hill only six miles away. 57 In this sense, it is interesting that the author picked the Diadema Monachorum as the quintessential work by Smaragdus. His entire corpus was actually much larger, and also included a treatise on the Ars Grammatica by Donatus; 58 a Commentary on the Regula Benedicti, explaining how the (re)implementation of the 'original' Regula and the accompanying Carolingian reforms should be incorporated into local monastic traditions; 59 and a work commonly seen as an early example of a Fürstenspiegel, the Via Regia. 60 Of these, the last two, together with the Diadema Monachorum, form something of a trilogy on monastic life -or even on Christian life in general. 61 First, the Via Regia uses the road as a metaphor for the education of people in a position of authority. 62 The Via Regia 'is called holy by the prophet [Isaiah]', and would enable those taking heed of its teachings to ascend towards Heaven. 63 As also used in several other moral treatises at the time, the Biblical Via Regia was a road through enemy territory that the people of Israel wished to use (peacefully) -it is not a road for kings exclusively, but a road that is kept safe through the ability to govern one's self, which one may accomplish by following the 'way, truth and life' represented by Christ. 64 
Networks and Neighbours
Volume Two, Number One (2014) As such, the Via Regia was not so much a mirror for princes per se, but rather a reflection on the perfect Christian life, the life of those walking on the 'king's highway' as a metaphor for the difficult road to perfection made accessible through the Regula Benedicti. 65 It is therefore hardly surprising that similar imagery was used as a recurring motif in the Commentary to show how the Regula is a road, a 'narrow path to life', a 'via sancta' that enables monks to 'climb swiftly to the golden realms'. 66 The Rule, according to Smaragdus, was called a 'via regia', which 'regulates the monk's mind'. 67 If the Commentary was composed as a way of showing how the regular life ought to be lived in individual monasteries, and the Via Regia was meant to demonstrate how all Christians have a responsibility to themselves to become worthy of walking the King's Highway, the Diadema Monachorum continued this train of thought by showing how it is the internalization of Christian teachings that allowed more experienced monks to acquire a diadema -a symbol of spiritual authority conferred upon people who are able 'to feel invisible, spiritual joy about the chastity of the body and the cleanliness of the heart' just as 'we rejoice externally about the consecration of an altar in a house of God'. 68 Although it is clear that this work was aimed primarily at a monastic audience, Smaragdus seems to continuously imply that this diadema was not exclusively meant for monks. It was meant for all good Christians -but monks had the opportunity to live in circumstances where they could truly aspire to live a perfect life, and thus serve as an example to those around them. One way to accomplish this was through prayer, described as a 'matter of the heart, not of the lips' -which might in turn be accomplished by constant (self-) education.
In the Prologue to the Regula, Benedict characterized monasteries as 'Schools for the Lord's Rutger Kramer and Eirik Hovden
Wondering about Comparison service', and Smaragdus comments that:
'…just as boys in a school learn -and are disciplined -what is necessary for them and grasp what profits them in the future, so monks in the school of a regular monastery must learn both what enables them to live uprightly in the present, and what may make them happy in the future; and they must put this into practice'. 69 As he further explains in his Diadema, the understanding thus gained can be deepened by praying and reading, which opens a dialogue with God. 'When we pray, we speak to God', Smaragdus states, 'but when we read, God speaks to us'. 70 And so one continues to learn a 'well-ordered way of right living', 'because sacred scripture in some way grows with its readers: it becomes familiar to its unskilled readers, and yet the learned always find new things there'. 71 Taken together, these three works represent Smaragdus' reaction to the tensions experienced by the Carolingian ecclesiastical reform movement, thanks to which monasteries could no longer simply rely on their status as Christian communities par excellence. They would have to bring more to the table, and it was up to Smaragdus to show how monks, through learning and education, should become enclaves unto themselves, with their 'internal cloister' strengthened by the purity of their demeanour. 72 As if living up to a strictly monastic idealism was not difficult enough, they would now have to carve out a place as Christian communities in a thoroughly Christianized empire -which had in turn partly modelled itself on the ideal represented by the monasteries upon which it was founded. It is hardly surprising that these tensions still echoed through the Meuse Valley two centuries later, and that the author of the Chronicle of Saint-Mihiel singled out the work of Smaragdus as one of the cornerstones of his community. In fact, between Smaragdus and Nanterus, no one abbot seems to be worthy of his particular attention -he merely lists their names. To the author, it was Nanterus who ushered Saint-Mihiel into the new millennium, but the true strength of 69 (2014) the monastery was within the community of monks, and the heart and soul of that community was shaped thanks to Smaragdus. His role in the Chronicle was a vital step towards Saint-Mihiel's development into an 'enclave of learning', which, as Smaragdus explained, need not be limited to one single person or one individual community:
'…if the dwelling of one person is properly called a monastery (…) we must ask why the dwelling of many persons established in one place is also called a monastery, unless perhaps (…) it is because there is one faith, one baptism, one heart and one soul [cf. Ephesians IV.5] in all monks who are living good and upright lives, just as there was earlier in the religion of those who believed rightly and lived good lives'. 73 His lucid teachings allowed these monks to remain unified and thereby become a beacon in these turbulent times. To retain this status, they would have to learn and keep learning, and thus be able to guide others along the via regia as well. monastic identity that would be inextricably bound up with the (Christian) ideology of the Carolingians. 74 Having done so, it has become possible to use the case of Saint-Mihiel as a background to an attempt to further our understanding of a type of community that is altogether more difficult to define. These are the hijras of medieval South Arabia -and it is to these hijras that we now turn. 73 
MANAGERS OF KNOWLEDGE: HIJRAS IN MEDIEVAL SOUTH ARABIA
'A place in which there is something like a convent (khānaqāh) inhabited by worshippers and scholars (ahl al-ʿilm) '. 75 Starting from this explanation of what a Yemeni hijra is by the geographer Yāqūt al-Ḥamawī written sometime between 1212 and 1229 for his contemporary readership in the Levant, the following section will present a comparative case focusing on the institution of the hijra in medieval South Arabia (ca. 900-1300 AD) and how it was represented by some of their inhabitants. 76 Far less research has been done on hijras than on monasteries in Europe. For our purpose, this is not necessarily a disadvantage, since it allows us to maintain enough distance to discuss how to actually conceptualize and understand what a hijra is. It is a case that is sufficiently different from the European one and can serve the purpose of Verfremdung. Thus it is highly comparable in the sense that it can provide us with new alternative understandings of 'enclaves of learning'. The aim is not to study one specific hijra, but rather to provide a generalized and representative overview of hijras in the medieval period with a focus on the management of knowledge in a way that is useful in a comparative perspective.
The historical anthropological case has been written after having interacted with scholars of European medieval history and medieval monasticism and although the case may seem exotic for a Europeanist readership, it is intended to be clear also for historians in general and historians of European monasticism in particular. After al-Hādī's death in 911, Zaydism was mainly confined to the area around Ṣaʿda where his descendants lived, and it was not until several centuries later that politically strong Zaydi charismatic rulers ('imams') appeared, along with a whole new class or stratum in society.
Most of the Zaydi elite claimed to be descendants of the Prophet and that they therefore had a naturally elevated and authoritative role in terms of managing the Zaydi Islamic tradition of knowledge. Most explicitly, they were the only group out of which the imam could be recruited. At first, they were called Ashrāf (sing. Sharīf), sharaf originally meaning honouralthough in modern times they are called Sāda (sing. sayyid). One can say that they formed an elite in terms of religious knowledge, partly based on idealised genealogies of religious authority -something made all the more visible by the fact that they did not allow their 77 For another comparative study on ribāṭs in the Islamic world, see H. Kennedy, 'The Ribāṭ in the Early Islamic World', in H. Day and E. Fentress (eds.), Western Monasticism Ante Litteram, (Turnhout, 2011). daughters to marry into the local Yemeni population. 78 However, this form of elite Zaydism with strong political ambitions was not the only form that emerged after its initial introduction to the Yemeni highlands. In the years around 1050, or even before, we also see the start of a populist movement, largely consisting of local Yemeni tribesmen or low-status individuals. 79 Seeking protection from local wealthy landowners, they set up their own enclaves of learning where they engaged in scholarly activities, discussions and rituals. Some of them were part-time members, and only came to visit certain times of the year. 80 Those participating in the formation of these hijras were also represented as men of honour and personal quality (faḍl), not because they were related to the Prophet by descent, but because of the merits they had earned by showing generosity and hospitality towards their explicitly called hijras, especially after 1100. 84 Most of these were located in the areas west of Sanaa at a distance from the Zaydi imams who usually controlled the areas further north, especially after 1150. This explains how they were able to continue their activities, while opposing the Ashrāf-dominated Zaydis (al-Mukhtariʿ a) in doctrinal and theological matters.
Eventually, however, the conflict between the Muṭarrifiyya and the Imam al-Manṣūr ʿ Abd Allāh b. Ḥamza (d. 1217) escalated to the point that he, after having them declared heretical in 1215-6, sent in his army to destroy their enclaves, and stop their activities altogether. After this decisive historical event, hijras were places only inhabited by Zaydi Ashrāf, and from then onward a hijra became synonymous with an enclave of ashrāf population in an otherwise tribal context. 85 Towards the end of the medieval period, several of these hijras increasingly became involved in the administration of the Zaydi theocratic state, although many of them also remained quite independent or even centres of opposition.
Most hijras had the term 'hijra' in the name, like Hijrat Waqash (meaning 'the Hijra of Waqash'). However, many of the early hijras were not explicitly called a hijra, and therefore it is problematic to define them as such. This especially applies to Ashrāf-dominated villages in the early period under scrutiny here. In those cases, one would have to look at other criteria, such as the presence of scholarly activities and the presence of protection agreements with the surrounding tribes to see if we can categorize them as hijras even if they are not called so in our sources. To complicate matters further, some hijras were hijras for a generation or two, but then took the appearance of a regular village of farmers populated by Ashraf.
Oftentimes, the name-element hijrat would be dropped, whereas other villages called hijra today may not fit to the ideal type of an enclave of learning as defined in our comparative project. Again, contextualization as well as awareness of time, place and circumstance is of the essence.
From this short historical overview, at least four criteria or characteristics for a hijra emerge:
1. A village as a protected enclave in agreement with surrounding tribes 2. Inhabited by Ashrāf/Sāda (but not so for the hijras of the Muṭarrifiyya) 3. Centres of religious-scholarly activity 4. That such settlements were explicitly called a hijra at a point of time, for example 'Hijrat Waqash'.
Not all of these four criteria would always be fulfilled in the period under scrutiny. Some historians, such as Ismāʿ īl al-Akwaʿ , tend to emphasise aspects of learning and managing knowledge when writing about the history of hijras 86 , while for other historians the Zaydi identity is a more important feature. Moreover, the idea that the inhabitants of a hijra set themselves outside the tribal system by establishing a 'de-militarized' zone devoted to scholarly activities exclusively is also problematic; many Ashrāf settlements were not neutral enclaves, and many were involved in local armed conflicts. A tribal meeting ground, market, scholar, mediator or shaykh can also be declared to have hijra status of protection, but this phenomenon would only partly fit with the phenomenon we want to describe here. 87 Some of these were institutionalised through foundations (waqf), which offered salaries for teachers and scholarships for students. 88 But probably, most of these activities were informal and based on loose networks, and on patronage from wealthy individuals, especially in the early history of the Mutarrifi-Zaydi hijras of the mediaeval period. Some of the scholars were local inhabitants living with their families; others were travelling around to various hijras.
When a hijra was a village of Ashrāf population, we must also assume that most of the individuals were not experts in religious knowledge but rather engaging in agriculture, not to mention their families including women and children. From ethnographic evidence from more recent periods we know that within or near hijras there could also be low status individuals and families who performed work considered demeaning for the Ashrāf. The internal social sphere in most hijras was thus much larger that the circle of student and teachers active there: a hijra was often more of a full-scale village, including activities and institutions of learning, rather than the school only.
Al-Akwaʿ writes that few Zaydi madrasas (schools) existed, or at least that this term was not employed all that often. For him and for many other historians, a madrasa came to mean a Sunni institution while in the Zaydi areas the scholarly activities took place in hijras. One example of the few Zaydi madrasas was Madrasat Sharaf al-Dīn at Kawkabān which was built shortly after 1500. However, this madrasa was not like the grand and elaborate schools founded by the elites of the Rasūlid or Ṭāhirid dynasties in Sunni, Lower Yemen; this was more a local mosque that happened to be called a madrasa, according to al-Akwaʿ . 89 In Lower Yemen, we know of madrasas being founded already from the time of the Ayyubid occupation of 1197-98 and onwards. 90 Some few Zaydi madrasas were later built in cities and urban areas such as Sanaa and Dhamār by Imam Sharaf al-Dīn (r. 1506-55). 91 Still, scholarly activities in the rural Zaydi north was mainly confined to numerous small hijras where there was usually no specific building or institution called madrasa, but where schooling probably mostly took place in the local mosque or reception rooms, supported financially by donations from wealthy families and/or through foundations (waqf) for that purpose, and probably managed by the guardian (mutawallī) of the local mosque. 92 Most students in the hijras probably only learned how to read and write, to recite the Quran and the basics of Islamic law. Only educated individuals engaged in high-level discourses of philosophy, theology, history and wrote legal and exegetical commentaries. Sometimes this high-level discourse took political dimensions when different political elites supported various fractions of theologians and these theological differences were re-moulded into populist slogans and made more generally understandable, as for example during the many debates around the years 1150-1200 on the topic on natural or divine causality. 93 Important historical sources from this time are biographies of various Zaydi imams, in addition to the already mentioned biographically arranged history of the Muṭarrifiyya sect written by one of its main leaders, Musallam al-Laḥjī (probably died in 1150). His work describes various members of this local, bottom up form of Zaydism, which started roughly a century and half before his writings. 94 Of course, he did not claim that this sect only started then: in the first volume 95 that the earlier members of the Muṭarrifiyya had the piety, hospitality, wisdom and knowledge to exist in their own right, based on individually achieved merit rather than on descent from the Prophet. Especially radical was his assertion that low-status individuals with demeaning jobs could have good personal qualities. Thus, he gives us a unique insight into the social history of that time -especially so in the vivid descriptions of the 'enclaves of learning' that were so important to his sect.
CONCLUSION: A SENSE OF WONDER
The two case studies presented in this article not only demonstrate the differences between, for instance, Arabian and European 'enclaves of learning', but also the different approaches and methodologies used by each of the co-authors -which in turn showcases the advantages of a comparative approach involving multiple specialists in their respective fields. 96 The broad approach to the study of hijras, necessitated by the fact that these communities and the texts they produced are still a largely untapped phenomenon in the field of South Arabian studies can be streamlined by observations made from the study of European monasticisms, where cultural familiarity and long-standing academic traditions allow researchers a relatively high level of sensibility towards questions of community formation and consolidation, as well as regarding the interplay between idealism and pragmatism as evidenced by the sources. 97 On the other hand, the Verfremdungseffekt created by the comparison with the South Arabian enclaves presented here have caused helpful creative tensions which enabled the researchers to re-evaluate their own preconceived notions both on an emic and an etic level.
The comparative process may teach participants not only about the object they study, but also about the methodologies they employ. 98 The fact that the community Saint-Mihiel, and especially its abbot Smaragdus, had its roots in a context where learning and self-reflection were seen as important qualities for their sort monastic endeavour further emphasise this point. Rather than considering Saint-Mihiel to be an enclave of learning representative for the general intellectual climate at the time, however, the insights that Smaragdus -and, more importantly, his representation in the Chronicon several centuries later -first and foremost elucidate ways in which the community was aware of itself as an enclave of learning. More research is definitely needed to extend these observations to a larger early medieval European context, by comparing these initial observations to depictions from other cases in the same cultural sphere.
The description of the hijras in the second case study relies on generalised hypotheses and models of how we can see the Yemeni medieval hijras in a comparative light. These The discrepancy between the levels of community in the case studies presented may hamper our ability to draw conclusions applicable to both cases. It is, after all, difficult to identify commonalities and differences based on a close reading of the source material emanating from a single monastic community on the one hand, and a contextualized overview of the developments of regional religious communities and their institutions on the other.
However, this ought not to be the ultimate aim of cross-cultural comparative studies. Any similarities that do occur, as far as they have not served as the basis for the comparison in the first place, should be the basis for further questions in the specific fields rather than the start of a search for the lowest common denominator, which would lead to conclusions that are so broad as to become meaningless. If anything, multi-angled, qualitative comparative research should make people more sensitive to the vicissitudes of contextualization and generalisation, and sharpen the edge of local social logics instead of grinding them down.
The goal of our enterprise has not been to define 'enclaves of learning' in a way applicable to all cultures, and it should also be noted that this conceptualization has been tailor-made to suit the needs of this particular comparative study. 99 As a soft concept, it has proven useful to bounce ideas off and formulate new questions concerning the many 'shades of meaning' involved in explaining the existence and function of the communities studied in Europe and Arabia. 100 For instance, the concept has proven useful to re-appraise the function of monastic communities in Europe in the face of ever-changing religious reform movements throughout the early and high Middle Ages, which in turn led to a bewildering diversity of different communities hidden under the guise of 'orders', 'monasticism' or other broad and abstract concepts. Using the idea of an 'enclave' to make them comparable also helps bridge the gaps between the ideology they represented in the sources they produced and the pragmatic considerations they had when inscribing them. Conversely, describing these communities in terms of guarding, fostering and communicating knowledge and teaching(s) will allow students of hijras to regard them as the permeable enclaves they were, and not merely as a network of teachers. More generally, it has allowed participants to go beyond the dichotomy of communities either reacting against or acting in conformity with their surroundings. It has created a more acute sensitivity to the possibilities and shortcomings of the sources used, which were themselves the product of compromises -they were part of negotiations between the different levels of community that come together in enclaves of learning. Like the comparative method itself, they show the fluidity and multiplicity of the concepts that have acquired a much more static, high-threshold meaning in individual disciplines operating in isolation.
On a methodological level, 'enclaves of learning' represent the need for a certain awareness required for every trans-disciplinary comparative enterprise. Awareness of the starting point of the research, for example -whether to begin from a community within a larger framework of conflicting ideologies and practices, or to start from an ideal type and see whether individual communities measure up to it. 101 Far from attaining a compromise, it is important to allow for a concept that enables researchers to look in either direction.
Additionally, it should also help to remind all those involved that that every discipline is inherently idiosyncratic and relies on long and valuable traditions. 102 In order to reach a situation in which the comparative researchers can communicate on an equal footing, a dialogue must be established. At its most basic level, 'enclaves of learning' is not an answer to the question of what is being compared, but part of the question itself, intended to spark debates about what is studied in the first place. 103 In the process, the idea is to lower the walls between disciplines instead of erecting a conceptual labyrinth.
The point is to not look at borders around our (and our subjects') categories, but to try to see how these borders are constantly breached and crossed in pragmatic ways often contrary to the ideal. This is why we need etic and analytical terms to describe what we see, which
does not fit with what should have be seen in the first place. Verfremdung consists of the language of analysis and etic descriptions we use to make our study of objects comparable, and it is through interdisciplinary debates and discussions that researchers may keep the distance to their study objects that is necessary to compare them. As such, a comparative project such as this, which almost forces its participants into a state of Verfremdung, is also about rediscovering one's own subject, reappraising one's own discipline, and re-establishing a sense of wonder about the world behind the sources. The authors strive to be sensitive to similarities without taking them at face value, and acquaint themselves with different discourses before starting our mission. 'Enclaves of learning' still have something to teach us.
emotions.
